ABSTRACT In this paper, a generic scheduling framework to manage a fleet of micro unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is proposed. The objective is to employ multiple UAVs in sequential and parallel ways to cover spatially and temporally distributed events in a geographical area of interest over a long period of time. The proactive scheduling framework considers several constraints and challenges, including the technical specifications of the UAVs and the limited battery capacities. In addition, the platform considers the necessity to regularly send back the UAVs to a docking station for battery recharging. A mixed integer nonlinear programming problem aiming at minimizing the total energy consumption and the number of employed UAVs is formulated to guarantee the non-redundant exploitation of the resources. Afterward, a series of linearization steps are introduced to convert the problem into a mixed integer linear programming one so that it can be optimally solved. To reduce the complexity of the problem, a dynamic time horizon discretization approach adapted to the characteristics of the problem is performed beforehand. The proposed UAV scheduling framework is formulated in a generic manner and can be applied in multiple domains comprising short-and/or long-term UAV missions while ensuring uninterrupted service.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), aka drones, is increasingly becoming a need in our everyday life [1] - [3] . Their free mobility and cheap cost have attracted the researchers' and industrialists' interests to invest on such a technology and broaden their usage range in many domains. In addition to their military applications, UAVs can be exploited in a variety of civil and public services such as monitoring traffic network, goods transportation and delivery, monitoring farms, disaster management, etc. UAVs could be equipped with different mounted devices, e.g., cameras, sensors, and/or communication interfaces, allowing them to efficiently execute their missions in an automated manner without being obstructed by ground restrictions. They can also perform on-demand tasks without the need to be always activated which permits the reduction of energy and maintenance costs.
Nevertheless, UAVs confront many challenges limiting their effective and continuous operations [4] , [5] . Their limited energy capacities handicap their ability of completing their missions in uninterrupted manner. These battery-powered flying units need always to return to a charging/docking station, to be replenished and be able to resume their missions. Therefore, optimization of multiple to-and-fro trips is required to better manage overall UAVs energy. In several applications, such as emergency applications or real-time data collection, the response time and the ability of UAVs to complete their tasks during long periods become very important parameters. UAVs need to arrive to the locations of events/incidents on time without delays and should have sufficient energy to cover the whole event. Hence, it is very critical to determine and manage the UAVs able to smoothly execute the tasks especially for applications necessitating simultaneous involvement of multiple UAVs. This is subject to their current positions, their energy levels, the locations and the starting times of the events, etc. Therefore, optimizing the scheduling procedure over a given time horizon is a mandatory process for efficient exploitation of the resources, i.e., UAVs and their energy consumption [6] , [7] .
Optimizing the scheduling procedure requires the consideration of multiple input parameters influencing the whole system. In the context of this paper, a limited number of UAVs needs to be assigned to multiple events identified by their different spatial locations and time characteristics, i.e., starting instants and durations. This framework is similar to the parallel machine scheduling problem where multiple machines are assigned to execute multiple jobs. There are a variety of problems that are studied according to various criteria [8] , [9] . In general, the company planner has the task to assign jobs to parallel machines such that the production is maximized or the cost is minimized. In our context, we are tackling a more complex problem considering mobile machines, i.e., UAVs, with limited battery lifetime requiring recurrent battery replenishment. Hence, the scheduling process will need to take into account the flying time, in other words, the delay required to move the UAV from one location to another. Moreover, the charging time plays an important role in the decision making process. Indeed, a UAV will not be available to execute a mission or cover an event unless it has sufficient energy to ensure the round trip from and to the docking station. Therefore, the UAV scheduling investigated in this paper needs to deal with all these challenges and be applicable for different potential scenarios.
A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many studies dealing with UAV scheduling and mission planning problems have been proposed in the literature. Most of these studies investigated the optimization of UAV positioning and path planning in different domains [10] - [14] . For instance, in the context of relaying in ad hoc networks, a placement technique for UAVs equipped with communication interfaces and used as flying relays is proposed in [10] . A quadratic unconstrained binary optimization is formulated to model the facility location problem. In [11] , a computational method to find the optimal and fast deployment of UAVs in order to enhance the coverage performance is proposed for public safety communications. Another study for UAV path planning optimization is presented in [12] where the UAVs are employed for continuous surveillance and reconnaissance applications. A two-stage trajectory planning method continuously adjusting the altitude and speed of the flying node to prevent sudden maneuvering is proposed. The objective is to monitor a certain target using a UAV equipped with a camera. UAV path planning is also investigated in the context of wireless communications. In [13] , a path planning method for UAVs is proposed based on collision probabilities. Automatic tracking and prediction of UAV tracks are implemented to avoid path conflicts. Similarly, in [14] , a three dimensional (3D) path planning is proposed for UAVs. Collision is avoided with other moving objects including other UAVs based on graph-theoretical search method whereby estimated routes are determined.
Few works showed interest in managing a fleet of UAVs in an optimized manner such as consensus-based grouping algorithm [15] , traveling salesman problem [16] , or using bio-inspired algorithms [17] . Due to the complexity of the problem in its general form, most of the studies proposed solutions designed for particular applications. Hence, certain assumptions are made to simplify the problem formulation and resolvability. With the emerging concept of vehicle routing problem (VRP) applied to drones [18] , some solutions have been designed to determine optimal or suboptimal routes for drones to perform a set of spatially distributed tasks. In [19] , two multitrip VRPs for drone delivery considering the energy consumption issue are investigated. The first minimizes costs subject to a delivery time limit, while the second minimizes the overall delivery time subject to a budget constraint. Both are solved using a mixed integer linear program (MILP). In [20] , a graph-based MILP is developed to solve the problem of minimum time coverage of ground areas using a group of fixed-wing UAVs equipped with image sensors. The model takes into account the time needed to prepare and launch the UAVs but does not consider the need to recharge the flying vehicles to pursue the mission.
For instance, in [21] , a UAV scheduling approach for intelligent surveillance and reconnaissance missions is developed. A centralized path planning problem is formulated using MILP problem to collect data from spatially distributed nodes and deliver them to a central node. The goal is to minimize the delivery time given cycle length constraints. In [22] , the authors designed a single UAV routing algorithm where multiple refueling stations exist. The path planning problem is formulated such that each target is visited at least once by the flying vehicle while minimizing the required amount of fuel. Another scheduling approach of UAVs for delivery systems is proposed in [23] where the issue of managing the UAV resources in order to achieve an efficient delivery service is investigated. A dynamic programming approach is proposed to solve the formulated optimization problem aiming at minimizing the service delivery delay. Although both studies manage multiple UAVs, the proposed solutions do not consider the temporal characteristics of the tasks and/or the battery lifetime issue. Some studies have dealt with the energy availability challenge [24] , [25] . The authors of these studies developed a MILP problem to model the UAV scheduling procedure. In these formulations, it is assumed that each mission or job has a specific trajectory and hence, at maximum one drone is assigned to each trajectory. Along the way, multiple recharging stations exist to replenish the UAVs' batteries. UAVs can substitute each other to complete the missions. Each mission is splitted into multiple submissions defined by the UAVs' owner such that the instants of updating the statuses of the UAVs are based on the job split choice. The genetic algorithm is employed to solve the problem. In [26] , similar formulation is derived but heuristic approaches are employed to reduce the problem solving 216 VOLUME 7, 2019 complexity while assuming random initial locations. The fact of assuming given job trajectories and splitting them into multiple sub-missions simplifies the problem formulation and leads to suboptimal solutions since the instants of decision making are neither flexible nor optimized.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND OUTLINE
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this paper presents the first generic framework investigating the parallel UAV scheduling problem while tackling different essential aspects. Given a set of events that are spatially and temporally distributed over a long period of time and in a given area of interest, 1 the framework aims to determine the minimum resources to be employed by the operator, i.e., the energy consumption and the fleet size, so as to the UAVs efficiently cover/serve the events and/or complete their missions. This is performed while considering different power levels of each UAV, the charging power at the docking station, the traveled distances, in addition to the UAV speed. Moreover, the proposed approach ensures sequential execution of UAVs when covering a certain event to avoid collision and redundant use of the resources. To do so, a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem is formulated considering four possible modes for the UAVs: covering an event, waiting at an event, flying from an event to another, and charging the battery. The outputs of the problem include the starting times of each of these modes and their corresponding durations for each UAV. Note that the UAVs can be used more than once during the time horizon and can successively serve multiple events according to the energy availability. In case of energy depletion, UAVs will return to the docking station to recharge their batteries.
In order to solve the problem in a lower complex manner compared to the typical time-indexed solutions [27] , a time discretization approach accommodated to the nature of the problem is proposed. This approach allows a drastic reduction in the number of decision variables and constraints. Moreover, a series of linearization steps are proposed to convert the MINLP problem into a linear one allowing the achievement of optimal solutions. The complexity analysis and extensive simulations are performed to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed scheduling formulation and its applicability in various scenarios. This proposes a generic formulation that can be employed in different domains such as data collection in sensors networks, traffic monitoring in intelligent transportation systems, good delivery, etc. Moreover, unlike previous studies, the proposed solution automatically determines the UAV statuses in the continuous domain instead of the discrete one.
This paper is motivated by the spectacular increase of applications demanding the exploitation of autonomous micro multi-rotor UAVs. The UAV scheduling framework 1 In this paper, the term ''distributed'' is used to indicate that the events may be identified by random locations, starting times, and duration periods. These parameters represent a random realization following a certain probabilistic distribution presented in this paper can be exploited by various UAV operators specialized in different domains (e.g., surveillance, transportation, communication, agriculture) aiming at proactively and optimally schedule their fleets of UAVs without the need of human intervention during the execution time. This platform is designed in a generic manner regardless of the nature of the application. The inputs of the framework are the UAV specifications, e.g., UAV speed and battery capacity, and the locations and time information of the missions. The framework outputs an efficient mission execution schedule of the UAVs with minimum cost in terms of energy and fleet size. It ensures parallel and sequential executions of the missions to avoid redundant use of the resources. In practice, once a decision is centrally made, instructions with exact take off instants and hovering and landing locations are remotely sent to UAVs. The instructions also include the type of actions to be performed by each UAV, e.g., flying, waiting, serving, and charging the battery.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model. Section III describes the problem formulation. Also, it includes the time horizon discretization approach, the MINLP problem formulation, the linearization techniques, and the complexity analysis. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a geographical area of size X × Y × Z km 3 monitored by D flying units. In this area of interest, we assume that the operator aims to use the drones to cover E prescheduled events that are held in several pre-defined locations during a makespan T . We denote by t e and p e the starting time and the duration of each event e, respectively, where e = 1, . . . , E. We denote by X e = (x e , y e , z e ) the 3D geographical position at which a drone can successfully execute the mission associated to event e. Initially and during periods of inactivity, the drones are placed at a docking station located at X 0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) where they can charge their batteries with a charging power denoted by P ch . The d th drone's battery capacity is denoted byB d , where d = 1, . . . , D. In the sequel, the docking station is identified as the event E + 1 (i.e., the E events plus the docking station). Hence, X E+1 = X 0 An illustrative diagram exhibiting the system model is given in Fig 1. The power consumption of a drone is split into two components: hovering and transition power and the power related to the mounted modules, e.g., a communication interface or camera, that will be used to cover the events. We consider that the drones move from the docking station to a given location at an average speed denoted by v d , where d = 1, . . . , D. The hovering and transition power levels of drone d, denoted by P hov d and P tr d , can be expressed as follows [28] : is the hardware power level when the drone is moving at full speed. Accordingly, the motion energy of the drone d required to move from a location X e to a location X e , denoted by E mot d (e , e), is expressed as follows:
where (e , e) is the distance separating the locations of events e and e. The drone also consumes a power related to the installed equipment that we denote by P ser d . This power is consumed when a drone is covering one of the events. At the docking station, the total power consumption of the drone is assumed to be zero. 2 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The objective of this paper is to optimize the drone-event association procedure during a long period of time where multiple parallel and successive events occur.
A. TIME HORIZON DISCRETIZATION
In order to optimize the drone-event association, we propose to divide the total time span into a finite number of intervals. A traditional discretization method is to divide the time horizon into K homogenous/uniform intervals having very small and same lengths t (usually in the order of seconds or sometimes minutes). This time division, which is known as the time-indexed formulation, results in a huge number of decision variables associated to each time period 2 It is noteworthy to mention that any other UAV power model can be used. Adapting another power model will not alter the problem formulation. which makes the problem very complex to solve especially for large-scale ones. Moreover, it may cause certain losses in terms of performance since it requires the prolongation of events so that they exactly start at the beginning and finish at the end of the time intervals as shown in Fig. 2a . This especially occurs for large values of t which are usually chosen to reduce the problem complexity.
In this study, we propose to divide the time periods according to the spatial and temporal distributions of the events as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . Specifically, we first ensure that the starting and ending times of the events coincide with the time periods and second, we ensure a certain gain in terms of complexity by efficiently choosing the periods' lengths. In the context of this paper, we aim to manage the drones which will have essentially four actions to do: 1-Covering an event: In this case, the drone is located at an event e to complete its mission. 2-Charging the battery: The drone is located at the docking station to charge its battery.
3-Flying from an event to another: The drone is flying from an event e to another event e. This includes moving from the docking station to an event, coming back to the docking station after covering an event, or flying from an event to another. 4-Waiting at an event: In this case, the drone is located at an event e waiting to do an action. This case can happen in two scenarios: either the drone is waiting at the docking station without charging its battery because it is full or waiting at one of the events until it starts covering it. 3 The execution times of the drones' actions are relatively long and switching between these different actions is infrequent and subject to the events' distribution in time and space. By time, we mean that the intervals can have different lengths according to the starting and ending times of the events. For instance, if one of two successive events e and e, let us say e, has a starting time largely greater than the ending time of the other event, i.e., e , t e t e + p e then, there is no need to discretize the time period separating these two events since no action will be taken. By space, we need to ensure that the lengths of the time periods are consistent with the flying times and the battery levels of the drones, e.g., to ensure that a drone already covering one event is able to return back to the docking station before the depletion of its battery. If the current time period is long, then a decision to send the drone back to the docking station will be made in the previous time slot which will result in performance deficiency. A good choice of the time lengths is important to ensure a certain tradeoff between performance efficiency and computational complexity.
The first step of the time horizon discretization needs to ensure that the time intervals' starting and ending times coincide with those of the events. Then, a second step is executed to divide the time periods obtained from the first step when needed to avoid the generation of relatively long time intervals. The first step imposes the first time period T 1 to start from the origin of the makespan until the starting time of the first event. The second time period T 2 starts at the end of T 1 and finishes either at the starting time of a new event or at the ending time of the first event.
In the same way, we can determine the rest of the time periods. The last time period finishes at T . Assume that at the end of the first step, we obtained K time periods with different lengths T k where k = 1, . . . , K . To execute the second step, the operator needs to define a parameter, denoted by T th , which is a threshold that will decide on the lengths of the time intervals and hence, the accuracy and the complexity of the problem. A straightforward lower bound of T th is determined from the time needed for drones to travel between the events. In fact, the length of a time period can be selected at least equal to the minimum travel time required by a drone to move from an event e to another event e, i.e., T th ≥ min
. The parameter T th can be dynamic according to the different periods of the time horizon obtained from the first step and by restricting the set {1, . . . , E + 1} to only the events that are occuring during these periods. The intervals
. represents the ceiling function. Consequently, K time intervals with different lengths T k are obtained as shown in the example given in Fig. 2(c) .
We associate to each time period a binary variable, denoted by δ e,k , to indicate whether an event e is occurring during time period k or not. It is set to 1 if it is the case and 0 otherwise. Note that for the event E + 1, δ E+1,k = 1, ∀k = 1, . . . , K as the drones are free to go to the docking station at any time. The length of the time intervals T k and the binary variables δ e,k are the main inputs of the problem obtained from the time horizon discretization phase. Finally, when defining its makespan, the operator needs to allocate sufficient time before the starting time of the first event and after the ending time of the last event so that the drones are able to complete their trips.
B. DECISION VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we define the primary decision variables and constraints of the UAV scheduling problem.
1) EVENT COVERAGE
In this framework, we aim to cover all events in the makespan. To do so, we define a binary decision variable s d,e,k indicating whether a drone d is covering event e during time period k or not as follows 4 :
during the k th time period, 0, otherwise.
(3)
The constraints associated to s d,e,k are given as follows:
Constraints (4) force the operator to associate a drone d to an event e during time period k if and only if the event is being hold during this time period as defined by δ e,k . Constraints (5) indicate that a drone can cover only one event during each time interval k. Notice that it is not mandatory that a drone will cover an event e during the whole period T k . Indeed, the drone may spend some of the time to cover the event e while, during the rest of the time period, it may be in motion to another event, for instance, returning to the docking station due to a lack of energy. Hence, we denote by t s d,e,k the time spent by drone d while covering event e during time period k. Note that for e = E + 1, s d,e,k = 1 and t s d,e,k > 0 indicate that at time interval k, the drone d has spent t s d,e,k units of time to charge its battery at the docking station. The drones that are used to cover a single event need to ensure that their total covering time is equal to the total processing time of the event. This constraint is mathematically expressed as follows:
Staying at the docking station is not limited in time. Therefore, constraints (6) are not imposed for event E + 1 as the corresponding processing time is set to p E+1 = +∞.
2) WAITING CONDITION
We denote by w d,e,k the binary variable indicating if a drone d is waiting at an event e during time period k or not. It is equal to 1 if it is the case. The corresponding waiting time at that event during the same period k is denoted by t w d,e,k . In this framework, we consider that it is redundant that a drone d remains waiting at an event which has already expired. Hence, the drone d needs to move to another event to cover it or wait there. Moreover, a drone can wait at maximum one event during each interval of time. These two constraints can be written as follows:
3) FLYING CONDITION
The flying time spent by drone d to move from event e to event e during time period k is denoted by t f e ,e,d,k . Note that if a drone d decides to fly from event e to event e, its flying time has to be exactly equal to T fly d (e , e) as mentioned in equation (2) . Given the fact that one drone can be only located to one event during a time period k and assuming that a drone d leaves event e during time period k and reaches event e during time period k, then the flying time over these time periods has to be exactly equal to T 
4) SEQUENTIAL COVERAGE
It is possible that two or more drones serve the same event.
However, we need to ensure that these drones are not used 
In order to guarantee sequential coverage of the events, we define a binary variable i d,d ,e,k . Hence, the following condition for two drones covering the same event needs to be satisfied:
Therefore, a drone d can serve an event e during a time interval k only if it is able to satisfy constraints (11) 
In this way, the problem will only consider the combinations that ensure that all drones can cover events sequentially. Notice that constraints (12) are not applicable for event E + 1 as the drones can be co-located in the docking station.
5) ENERGY CONSUMPTION CONDITION
We first define the following energy amounts consumed or charged by each drone d until time period k: -Total energy consumption to cover events denoted by E ser d,k : 
Hence, in terms of energy consumption and at each time period k, a drone d cannot consume an amount of energy higher than the amount of energy stored in its battery as given below:
the total energy consumption of a drone d which is equal to the sum of the energies consumed over all time periods and expressed as:
6) BATTERY CAPACITY CONSTRAINT
On the other hand, we need to ensure that the amounts of stored energy cannot exceed the battery capacityB d at each time interval as follows:
In order to not exceed the battery capacity, a drone can land on the docking station without necessary charging its battery, i.e., w d,E+1,k = 1 and s d,E+1,k = 0.
7) TIME INTERVAL CONSTRAINT
It should be noted that the total time spent by a drone d to move from an event to another to cover and/or wait at an event cannot exceed the time period length as follows: 
C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
In this framework, the objective is to cover all of the events with minimum resources in terms of energy and number of UAVs. Hence, the utility function to minimize is written as:
where π d is a binary variable that indicates whether a drone d is exploited or not and it can be determined based on the energy consumption of the drone. Hence,
The second term represents the drone usage cost where C 0 is a sufficiently large non-negative parameter representing the cost of exploiting a drone. The utility given in (21) aims at minimizing the number of used drones. This is useful to avoid the deployment of redundant drones and can provide an estimate of the number of drones to be exploited in the area of interest to reduce the budget cost of the operator. In some cases, the operator might focus on minimizing the energy consumption rather than the number of drones to be used. Therefore, we introduce the weight η ∈ [0, 1] to consider the different orientations of the operator.
D. MIXED INTEGER NON-LINEAR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section, we formulate the UAV management optimization problem aiming at minimizing the resources in terms of energy and the number of used drones. Below, a summary of the decision variables is provided: Based on the constraints developed in Section III-B, the dynamic time-interval-based formulation for UAV scheduling to cover all of the events is modeled as a MINLP problem as follows:
(4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (11), (12), (17), (19) , and (20),
Constraints (24) and (25) are added to ensure that all drones start their journey from the docking station and return to it at the end of the makespan. Notice that the above optimization VOLUME 7, 2019 problem is non-linear due to some non-linear constraints, e.g., products of decision variables, and existing logical conditions (logical OR). In the following section, we convert these constraints into linear ones. Finally, note that the variables π d are not counted as decision variables as their values are obtained using the other decision variables as given in (23) .
E. LINEARIZATION
In the sequel, we present the employed transformations to convert the problem into a linear one.
1) LINEARIZATION OF THE PRODUCT OF A BINARY AND A CONTINUOUS VARIABLE
This step is required to linearize the objective function and some of the constraints, e.g., (6) , (17), (19) 
Hence, the products are replaced by these new decision variables in the objective function and the associated constraints. Knowing that t s d,e,k ≤ T k and t w d,e,k ≤ T k , the following inequalities are added to the problem's constraints to guarantee the linearity of the products:
Similarly, 
2) LINEARIZATION OF THE FLYING CONDITION
To evaluate the flying time of each trip of the drone, which has to satisfy the condition given in (9), the solver needs to determine the time period at which a drone d left event e that we denote by k and the time period k at which the drone reaches event e. For this purpose, we introduce two binary variables. The following set of constraints is added to the optimization problem to ensure that the flying conditions are linearized:
(31c)
The first set of equations given in (31) are linear constraints indicating whether a drone d is traveling from event e to event e during two successive time periods k and k. The constraints are modeling the following AND logical condition: τ e ,e,d,k ,k = x d,e ,k AND x d,e,k . The second set of equations given in (32) are designed for non-successive time periods. They are modeling a generalized logical AND indicating that drone d had left event e and reached event e without passing by any other event. Indeed, in some cases, it may happen that the length of a time interval is shorter than the flying time. Hence, the drone will fly during the whole interval. In other words, x d,e,k = 0, ∀e. Therefore, the logical NOT can be expressed as 1 − x d,u,j and has to be equal 1. Using the decision variable τ e ,e,d,k ,k , the flying condition (9) can be written in a linear form using the Big-M method as follows [29] :
where M f is sufficiently large non-negative constant. Notice that the constraints (33) represent equality constraints ensuring that the flying time of drone d is counted only if τ e ,e,d,l ,k = 1 and that the sum of this flying time per each interval has to be exactly equal to the flying time needed to move from event e to event e.
3) LINEARIZATION OF THE SEQUENTIAL COVERAGE CONSTRAINT
In order to guarantee the sequential coverage, constraint (12) 
The following constraints are added to linearize the sequential coverage conditions using the Big-M technique:
where M i is a non-negative constant that has a large enough value. Finally, the logical OR is then written as follows:
4) LINEARIZATION OF THE DRONE USAGE CONDITION
The expression (23) is linearized using the Big-M technique as follows:
where M π is a large enough non-negative constant and E d ≥ 0.
F. MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING
After the linearization of the objective function and the constraints, the optimization problem for the UAV management can be converted into a MILP problem which can be optimally solved. The new decision variables added to the MILP are given as follows: 
subject to (4), (6), (7), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35) (36), (12), (17), (19), (20), (37),
Recall that all of the products in the objective function and the constraints are replaced by the decision variables S t d,e,k and W t d,e,k . Constraints (39) are added to replace (5) and (8). Finally, constraints (40) are used to replace constraints (24) and (25) . The problem's feasibility is subject to many parameters including the battery capacityB d , the length of the events p e , their spatial and temporal distribution, the power levels of the UAVs P hov d , P tr d , and P ser d , and the charging power of the docking station. To guarantee the feasibility of the problem, two conditions must be considered: i) the investigated scenario needs to be carefully chosen with realistic and practical distributions of the events that are adapted to the UAVs' specifications, and ii) the number of initial UAVs D has to be sufficiently large to ensure smooth coverage.
G. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the complexity of the MILP problem in terms of the number of decision variables and constraints. Due to the characteristics of the problem, a certain gain can be obtained by reducing the problem dimension. Indeed, the number of decision variables and, consequently, the constraints can be notably squeezed. This reduction is based on the time horizon discretization and the distribution of the events. For instance, the decision variable s d,e,k will be considered only if δ e,k = 1. Hence, the rest of s d,e,k 's corresponding to δ e,k = 0 can be directly set to zero. Similar remark can be noticed for w d,e,k . As the drones will not wait at an event e which has already expired at the time period denoted by k e , where 1 ≤ k e ≤ K , then, all w d,e,k>k e 's can initially be set to zero. In this way, the sparsity of the problem is managed and the problem complexity is reduced. Another trick can be exploited to reduce the problem complexity. From a practical point of view, a drone will not travel from event e at time interval k to reach event e at time interval k where k k . For instance, leaving from event e at 1:00 pm, e.g., k = 2, to reach event e at 5:00 pm, e.g., k = 20. Hence, a security time period, denoted by S I , can be introduced by the operator to reduce the complexity while ensuring a safe operation of the system. Based on the value of S I , the decision variables related to the motion of the drone involving k > k + S I are set to zero, e.g., The number of decision variables and constraints of the MILP problem can be extensively decreased using the size reduction technique compared to its original formulation. In Table 1 , the number of decision variables are provided. An important size reduction can be noticed for the primary decision variables. For instance, the sizes of s d,e,k , s t d,e,k , and S t d,e,k can be reduced, on average, by 50%. Regarding the decision variables τ e ,e,d,k ,k and t f e ,e,d,k , their sizes depend on the events, i.e., k e , in addition to the value of the security interval S I chosen by the operator. In Table 2 , we compute the number of constraints of the original formulation and the proposed formulation based on the size reduction techniques. Thanks to the sparsity elimination technique, we notice that constraints (4) and (7) are completely eliminated since they become redundant. Moreover, the majority of the constraints witness a reduction of their sizes. The sizes of constraints (31), (32) , and (33), denoted by g 1 (k e , S I ), g 2 (k e , S I ), and g 3 (k e , S I ) respectively, depend on the sizes of the decision variables τ e ,e,d,k ,k and t f e ,e,d,k . For instance, for D = 3, E = 5, K = 37 and a security interval of S I = 3, the number of decision variables is reduced by around 87% going from 69600 to 8922. Moreover, the number of constraints is reduced by more than 98% going from ≈ 4.1M constraints to ≈ 64991. This significant gain is essentially reached by reducing the dimension of constraint (32) thanks to the introduction of the security interval S I . If we set the S I = 5 time intervals, the number of decision variables is reduced by 83% while the number of constraints is reduced by 96%.
Note that the optimization problem will be solved once for the specific time horizon. In the case of long period where computational complexity may significantly rise, the operator may divide the time horizon into multiple sub-periods. The division is subject to the temporal distribution of the events. For instance, when a group of events is sufficiently spaced from another, both groups can be investigated separately. Another low complexity solution is to divide the global problem into multiple sub-problems where a subset of the drones are preliminary assigned to a group of events. Hence, a MILP is solved for each sub-problem separately. Although the MILP problem is classified as a non-deterministic polynomial time (NP-Hard) one, it can be optimally solved using algorithms, e.g., branch and bound method [29] , which are integrated in off-the-shelf software such as CPLEX and CVX/Gurobi. However, typical heuristic approaches such as evolutionary algorithms may be employed to achieve suboptimal solutions.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of the formulated optimization problem and the UAV scheduling process. We also visualize the behavior of the system for various selected scenarios. The impact of different parameters on the UAV-event assignment is also evaluated via extensive simulation results. To do so, we assume that E events having different locations are randomly generated within a 10 × 10 km 2 . At each event, the UAVs are expected to hover at the events' positions with altitudes uniformly selected between [40, 100] meters. The docking station is located at X E+1 = (5000, 5000, 0). The operator allocates D identical quad-rotor UAVs to cover the events during a time horizon of length T = 7.5 hours. The starting times of the events are randomly chosen between 0.2 hours and 5.5 hours while the durations are between [30, 90] minutes. Recall that the starting times of the events are selected to be bounded by 0.2 and 5.5 to guarantee that the drones have sufficient time to fly from the docking station to any of the events and vice versa.
Each UAV is weighing in total m tot d = 2 kg and equipped with a six cell Zippy Flight Max Lithium Polymer battery 6 with energy capacity ofB d = 111Wh, ∀d. We assume that the initial battery level is set to 0 for all of the UAVs, i.e., B 0 d = 0 Joule. The other system parameters are given in Table 3 unless otherwise stated. The following results are obtained by solving the MILP problem using the MATLAB toolbox YALMIP employed with the mathematical programming solver GUROBI [30] , [31] for a security interval of length of S I = 2 and for various interval threshold T th .
We start by providing some examples of the scheduling procedure to investigate the behavior of the UAVs. Two scenarios involving 4 UAVs deployed to cover 4 events as illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In scenario 1 (Fig. 3 ), 6 http://dronesarefun.com/BatteriesForUAV.html three events are overlapping (events 2, 3, and 4) requiring the involvement of 3 UAVs simultaneously. We first notice the dynamic time interval division based on the proposed discretization approach using T th = 1000 seconds leading to K = 20 time intervals. From 0 to the beginning of event 1 (≈ 0.5) hours, the time period is divided into time periods not sufficient to load the UAVs' batteries so they can solely cover event 1. Afterwards, a uniform time division is made during the duration of event 1 allowing potential decisions that might be made at any time interval during that period. Event 1 is divided into 2 time intervals. Two UAVs are sequentially employed to cover it. Hence, a second UAV, d = 3, is sent during time interval k = 4 to substitute UAV d = 2. Next, a long interval of duration ≈ 50 minutes is obtained as there are no events during that period. Finally, during the occurrence of the rest of the overlapping events, a nonuniform time division is obtained based on the proposed time discretization method. During this period, three UAVs are employed. First, UAV 2 is resent to cover event 4 then, it travels back to the docking station to reload the maximum of energy so it can support d = 3 in covering the longest event, i.e., event 3. UAV 1 has stored sufficient energy to cover event 2. In summary, UAV 2 and UAV 3 have supported each other for two reasons: i) due to the incapacity to charge their battery with the required energy to cover event 1, and ii) to cover a long event that cannot be covered by a fully loaded UAV as shown in Table 4 . In this table, we provide a deep analysis of the energy consumption and the actions taken by the drones during the considered time horizon. The total energy consumption is 463.48 Wh.
In Fig. 4 , another scenario is investigated where two relatively long events are occurring in parallel. In total, D = 4 identical UAVs are employed. However, only three of them are used. To cover events 2 and 3, two UAVs are employed. UAV 1 is first to cover event 3 at time interval 2 while UAV 4 is sent to cover event 2 at time interval 3. After covering event 2, UAV 4, which had more time to reload its battery, is sent to substitute UAV 1 suffering from lack of energy. UAV 4 has been sent directly to event 3 without passing by the docking station and had to wait for around 2.5 minutes till UAV 1 leaves the event. Afterwards, UAV 4 completes the coverage of the event and returns back to the docking station. Later, two events of longer durations will occur. Therefore, the operator employed three UAVs. UAV 1 to cover event 1, UAV 3 to cover event 4, and UAV 4 to cover both events. At each event, UAV 4 is substituted by one of the drones. It should be noted that a UAV cannot cover alone any of these events due to the limited battery capacity. Therefore, handoffs among the UAVs are required. At each handoff, the UAVs arrive to an event and wait for few minutes till the other UAV leaves. UAV 2 is not involved in the scheduling operation as the objective is to reduce the number of active UAVs.
In Table 5 , we provide in details the energy consumption and the battery level at each time interval and identify the different actions taken by the UAVs. Fist, we notice that the energy consumption during a time interval k is always less than the energy availability. Second, we notice that UAV 1 and UAV 4 are sent back to docking station at time intervals 7 and 15 as their batteries are depleted which explains their substitutions by other UAVs. The total energy consumption of the system is equal to 489.22 Wh. It should be noted that the total energy consumption can be reduced when using a shorter time interval threshold T th instead of 1000 seconds. Indeed, due to current choice of T th , a certain energy loss related to the waiting time decision taken by UAVs 1, 3, and 4 at time intervals 15, 13, and 7, respectively, is noticed. Therefore, decreasing T th will lead to the reduction of this loss but, at the same time, to the increase of the problem complexity. Nevertheless, the energy consumption related to the waiting decisions represents only 4% of the total energy consumption.
In Fig 5, we plot the UAV scheduling results using a shorter time interval threshold T th = 450 seconds for scenario 2. We notice that similar behavior of the UAVs is obtained with some minor differences. Indeed, by reducing T th , the number of time intervals increases (from K = 20 to K = 33) which enables more flexibility to the operator to manage the UAVs. For instance, instead of serving event 4 and going directly to event 1, the drone returns to the docking station to reload its battery and then, goes to substitute another drone in event 1. This leads to a reduced waiting time since the drone is not forced to go directly to event 1 as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The total energy consumption, in this case, is equal to 473.26 Wh. The corresponding total waiting time of the drones is 262 seconds while with T th = 1000 seconds, it was 951 seconds. In terms of energy consumption, the decrease of the time threshold interval, i.e., the reduction of the problem complexity, has led to only 3.2% of energy reduction. Therefore, the MILP can be solved for a relatively high time threshold interval without leading to a significant performance loss.
In Fig 6, we investigate the impact of modifying the battery capacity of UAVs for a simple scenario. Initially, we assume that D = 4 UAVs are located in the docking station. We are considering two successive events separated by around 500 seconds. Event 1 takes around 23 minutes while event 2 takes 19 minutes. The flying time needed to move an UAV from event 1 to event 2 is 428 seconds, from event 1 to the docking station is 300 seconds, and from event 2 to the docking station is 152 seconds. Fig 6 evaluates = 140 W, we notice that as the battery capacity increases, the total energy consumption and the number of used UAVs decrease. This is due to the fact that, with higher battery capacity, there is more chance that a drone can cover an event alone. ForB d = 27.75 Wh, four drones are used to cover both events. All of them are used to cover event 1 in a sequential manner. The first drone covered the event for only 99 seconds while the second one covered it for 554 seconds. The third drone took 421 seconds and the fourth drone waited for 169 seconds to substitute drone 3 and remains 439 seconds to cover event 1. All drones returned to the docking station to reload their batteries. Two of them are sequentially sent to event 2 which is a closer event. WhenB d increases, drones can spend more time in covering events hence, less drones are used which lead to an important reduction of the flying and waiting times. For full battery capacity, i.e.,B d = 111 Wh, only one drone is used. Between the events, the drone returns to the docking station to recharge a battery for few seconds since the docking station is located between the events' location.
Increasing P ch to 220 W enables the use of three drones instead of four especially for low battery capacity. The choice of the Pareto weight η = 0.5 makes the problem tending to minimize the total number of drones rather than the energy consumption which explains the higher energy consumption compared to case discussed earlier. In such a scenario, two of the UAVs start by successively serving event 1 for about 154 seconds and 344 seconds, respectively, return back to the docking station to replenish their batteries, and then come back again to cover the same event to substitute a third drone. This behavior is due to the higher charging power enabling the quick replenishment of the UAVs' batteries. It leads to higher energy consumption but a lower number of flying units. If η → 1, it is expected to obtain a result similar to the case obtained with P ch = 140 W. In Fig. 7 , we compare the performance of the proposed approach versus a proactive greedy algorithm with lower complexity for a scenario similar to the one used in Fig. 6 . To ensure fair comparison, the greedy algorithm aims to ensure all the advantages provided by the proposed approach VOLUME 7, 2019 such that the sequential coverage of the events with any overlap with the ability to go and return to the docking station. The greedy approach is based on an iterative algorithm where, at each iteration, it aims to use one drone only, having the highest performance such as initial battery level B 0 d . The used drone is employed so as to maximize the event coverage. Then, the second best drone is used to cover the remaining events or part of events. This is performed till all the events are completely covered. Due to its iterative behavior, the complexity of the greedy algorithm is reduced as it deals with one drone only. Moreover, only the non-covered events are considered in the next iterations. In Fig. 7 , we notice that the optimal proposed solution is considerably outperforming the greedy algorithm for different power levels. Indeed, the greedy algorithm fails in jointly managing the drones which leads to suboptimal results. Similarly to what is perceived in Fig. 6 , the total energy consumption decreases with the increase of the maximum battery level and P ch .
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we developed a generic scheduling framework of UAVs for multi-event applications aiming at ensuring full coverage with minimum energy consumption. The proposed proactive approach requires as inputs the number of drones to be deployed in the docking stations, their specifications, and the spatiotemporal distributions of the events to be covered. As outputs, it provides an optimal schedule of the drones by determining the ones that will sequentially cover each of the events, the time spent by each drone in covering an event, waiting at an event, charging the battery at the docking station, and the starting time of their trips. The proposed approach ensures the non-redundant exploitation of the available resources and can be applied in various UAV applications necessitating multiple to-and-fro trips.
We also presented an approach that dynamically discretizes the time horizon according to the investigated scenario. The discretization method accommodates the nature of the problem allowing the reduction of the number of decision variables and constraints of the formulated MILNP problem compared to the traditional time-indexed formulations. Linearization steps were also followed to convert the problem into a linear one so that optimal solutions can be obtained. Multiple simulation results were provided to validate the efficiency and coherence of the proposed approach. Recall that the proposed approach remains a very complex solution and many heuristic algorithms existing in the literature can be applied to achieve suboptimal solutions. This paper is delivering a generic framework for UAV scheduling and the obtained results represent a benchmark for suboptimal techniques. In our ongoing work, we are planning to develop heuristic algorithms to cope with the complexity issue. We will also focus on reactive solutions, such as consensus-based algorithms to schedule UAVs for urgent situations and deal with unplanned events. This will lead to the combination of proactive and reactive UAV scheduling mechanisms for better and complementary management of the flying fleet.
